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SPLITTING DEFINABLY COMPACT GROUPS
IN O-MINIMAL STRUCTURES
MARCELLO MAMINO
Abstract. An argument of A. Borel [Bor–61, Proposition 3.1] shows that every
compact connected Lie group is homeomorphic to the Cartesian product of its
derived subgroup and a torus. We prove a parallel result for definably compact
definably connected groups definable in an o-minimal expansion of a real closed
field. As opposed to the Lie case, however, we provide an example showing that
the derived subgroup may not have a definable semidirect complement.
1. Introduction
It is known since [Pil–88] that groups definable in o-minimal structures are ipso
facto topological groups and definable manifolds, moreover in a unique way. The
(definable) homotopic invariants of such groups, in particular in the definably
compact case, have been the subject of several recent papers. Using the homo-
topic information gained so far, we are able to show an analogue of [Bor–61,
Proposition 3.1] for definably compact definably connected groups definable in an
o-minimal structure expanding a real closed field. Namely, every such group is
definably homeomorphic to the Cartesian product of its derived subgroup – which
is definable by [HPP–08, Corollary 6.4] – and a definable Abelian group—which,
precisely, is the quotient of the connected component of the identity of the group’s
center modulo its – finite – intersection with the derived subgroup (Theorem 4.7).
For compact Lie groups a stronger result is known—as the Borel-Scheerer-Hof-
mann splitting theorem: see [HM–98, Theorem 9.39]. The derived subgroup of a
compact Lie group is indeed a semidirect factor of the group. In Example 4.8, we
show that this may not be the case in the definable context.
Proposition 3.1 in [Bor–61] – see also [Bar–09, Fact 4.3] – is the Lie counterpart
of our main result (Theorem 4.7). It is proven by induction on the dimension:
roughly
Let G be our Lie group and let Z0(G) denote the connected com-
ponent of the identity of the center of G. Take a connected sub-
group Z of Z0(G) having codimension 1. By induction, we can
assume the statement on Z · [G,G], where [G,G] denotes the de-
rived subgroup. The base space of the principal fibre bundle
induced by the quotient G/Z · [G,G] is homeomorphic to a circle,
hence, using [Ste–51, Corollary 18.6], the bundle is trivial.
However simple, this technique can not be adapted blindly to the o-minimal
setting. The problem resides in the inductive step, which is possible because any
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compact Abelian Lie group factorizes in a product of 1-dimensional groups. The
same is known not to hold for definably compact groups – see [PS–99, Section 5]
– at least if by factorizes in a product of we mean is definably isomorphic to the direct
product of, while it is unknown if we mean is definably homeomorphic to the Cartesian
product of.
Here we present a different approach, based on the study of the homotopic
properties of definable fibre bundles. The notion of definable fibre bundle has been
introduced in [BMO–08], in order to characterize the higher homotopy groups of
definably compact groups. There, it is shown that quotients of definable groups
induce definable fibre bundles (Lemma 2.2) and that definable fibre bundles
have the homotopy lifting property (Theorem 2.3), hence they share many of
the properties that well behaved fibrations are supposed to enjoy—for example,
by [BO–09, Theorem 4.9], we have the usual long exact sequence of definable
homotopy groups. Further on this road, we give a definition of definable bundle
map. Then we show that, under suitable assumptions, our bundle maps behave
as their topological counterparts. As a consequence, we can give a sufficient
condition for a definable fibre bundle, with definably connected fibre, on a torus
– where torus means [0, 1]n/∼ – to have a definable section. Our condition is
purely homotopic. (Elaborating on the same lines, it is possible to give a necessary
and sufficient condition for a principal definable fibre bundle on a torus to be
trivial. This has been done in the author’s Ph.D. thesis.) Going back to Borel’s
argument, knowing that any definably compact definably connected Abelian
group is definably homotopy equivalent to a torus – Theorem 3.4 in [BMO–08] –
we are able to substitute a factorized torus for the potentially wild center of G,
thus solving the difficulty.
Conventions and notations. Fix M def= (R,<, 0, 1,+, ·, . . . ), an o-minimal expansion
of a real closed field. Throughout this paper definable will mean definable in M,
with parameters. We put on R the order topology and on Rn the product topology.
On the subsets of them, we put the subset topology. We will assume some
knowledge of o-minimality and, in particular, of groups definable in o-minimal
structures—for references see [vdD–98] and [Ote–08] respectively.
Additionally, for us, definable map means continuous definable function, and de-
finable path means continuous definable curve, i.e. function having I def= [0, 1] ⊂ R as
domain. Clearly functions and curves are not necessarily continuous. A definable
homotopy is a definable map f having somethingdefinable × I as domain, in this situation
ft(–) is short for f(–, t); definable homotopic properties, such as definable homotopy
equivalence, are specified in terms of definable homotopies as in the topological
setting—for more details see [BO–09].
Acknowledgements. The author would like to express his gratitude to Alessandro
Berarducci and Annalisa Conversano for the helpful conversations had during the
preparation of the present paper.
2. Definable fibre bundles
In this section we concentrate on definable bundle maps and homotopies of them.
Most of the work is an adaptation of the usual topological arguments to the
definable context. In particular, virtually all the o-minimality here is embedded in
Lemma 2.6 and Observation 2.13. The decision not to provide our bundles with a
structure group has been a considerate one, since both alternatives would have
worked, for our purpose. Basically we decided for the shortest route, however this
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often forced us to assume the fibre of our bundles to be locally definably compact.
The necessity of such assumption is shown by Example 2.7, its reason resides in
Lemma 2.6.
Definition 2.1. A definable fibre bundle B = (B,X,p, F) consists of a definable
set F and a definable map p : B→ X between definable sets B and X with the
following properties:
(i) p is onto
(ii) there is a finite covering by open definable subsets U = {Ui}i of X such that
for each i there is a definable homeomorphism φi : Ui × F→ p−1(Ui).
The set B is said to be the bundle space of B, the set X is said to be its base,
and F its fibre. Any covering as in (ii) is said to be a trivialization covering
and the maps φi are called trivialization maps. We will refer to the map p
as the projection, moreover, fixed a trivialization covering U = {Ui}i with the
associated trivialization maps, we will call projection on the fibre each of the
maps pi : p−1(Ui)→ F sending x ∈ p−1(Ui) to the second component of φ−1i (x).
Finally we will call definable cross section of B any definable map s : X→ B
such that p ◦ s is the identity on X.
Definition 2.2. Let B = (B,X,p, F) and B ′ = (B ′,X ′,p ′, F) be definable fibre bun-
dles having the same fibre. A definable bundle map f : B → B ′ is a definable
map f : B→ B ′ such that:
(i) there is a definable map f : X→ X ′ such that the following diagram com-
mutes
B
f //
p

B ′
p ′

X
f // X ′
(ii) for each x ∈ X the map fp−1(x) is an homeomorphism onto p ′−1 ◦ f(x).
The map f is said to be induced by f on the base spaces.
Definition 2.3. A definable bundle map f : B → B ′ between definable fibre bun-
dles B and B ′ is said to be a definable bundle isomorphism whenever it is an
homeomorphism (of the bundle spaces of B and B ′). In this case B and B ′ are
said to be isomorphic.
Some examples of definable fibre bundles are Cartesian products of definable
sets, definable covers, and quotients of definable groups (for the latter see Fact 4.1
below). As usual, we will call trivial a definable fibre bundle which is isomorphic
to a Cartesian product. The following lemma gives us a useful criterion to tell when
a definable bundle map is an isomorphism, under the fairly general hypothesis
that the fibre is locally definably compact—i.e. that each point of it has a
definably compact definable neighbourhood.
Lemma 2.4. Let f : B → B ′ be a definable bundle map between the definable fibre bundles
B = (B,X,p, F) and B ′ = (B ′,X ′,p ′, F), with F locally definably compact. Suppose that
the map f : X→ X ′ induced by f on the base spaces is an homeomorphism. Then f is a
definable bundle isomorphism.
We will postpone the proof of Lemma 2.4 until some additional machinery has
been developed.
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Definition 2.5. Let X, Y, and Z be definable sets. We call a family F = {fx}x∈X of
functions from Y to Z a definable family if the function
f : X× Y → Z
(x,y) 7→ fx(y)
is definable. We call F a continuous family whenever f is continuous.
Lemma 2.6. Let X and Y be definable sets, with Y locally definably compact. Consider a
definable continuous family F = {fx}x∈X of homeomorphisms of Y. We claim that the
definable family F−1 def= {f−1x }x∈X of homeomorphisms of Y, which we will call the inverse
of F, is itself continuous.
Proof. Clearly F−1 is definable: we want to prove that the function
g : X× Y → Y
(x,y) 7→ f−1x (y)
is continuous. By contradiction, suppose g to be discontinuous at (a,b ′) ∈ X× Y
with b ′ = fa(b) for some b ∈ Y. Hence, there are definable paths γ1 : I→ X
and γ2 : I→ Y such that γ1(0) = a and γ2(0) = b ′ but the curve x 7→ f−1γ1(x) ◦ γ2(x)
does not converge to b for x going to 0. Now, for each x ∈ I define the curve
γ ′x : I→ Y
t 7→
{
γ2 ((1− 2t)x) for t < 12
fγ1((2t−1)x)(b) for
1
2 6 t
which is continuous, definable, and joins γ ′x(0) = γ2(x) to γ ′x(1) = fγ1(x)(b). Fix
a definably compact definable neighbourhood V ⊂ Y of b, and let t : I→ I be the
function mapping x to the least t such that f−1
γ1(x)
◦ γ ′x(t) is in V , which is definable,
and is well defined observing that
f−1
γ1(x)
◦ γ ′x(1) = b ∈ V
Define the curve, not necessarily continuous
γ3 : I→ V
x 7→ f−1
γ1(x)
◦ γ ′x ◦ t(x)
Now, the limit b ′′ def= limx→0 γ3(x) exists because V is definably compact. Also,
for each x ∈ I, either t(x) = 0 or γ3(x) lies on the boundary of V (inside Y), hence,
by o-minimality, there is an  > 0 such that either of these conditions holds for
all x ∈ (0, ). In both cases b ′′ 6= b: if t(x) = 0 for all x ∈ (0, ), then, for x ∈ (0, ),
we have that γ3(x) = f−1γ1(x) ◦ γ2(x), which does not converge to b by hypothesis.
Otherwise b ′′ must lie on the boundary of V , hence can not equal b. However
fa(b
′′) = lim
x→0
fγ1(x) ◦ γ3(x) = limx→0γ
′
x ◦ t(x) = b ′ = fa(b)
where the second last equality holds observing that, for x going to 0, the paths γ ′x
converge uniformly to the constant path at b ′. This contradicts fa : Y → Y being
an homeomorphism, and, in particular, 1 to 1. 
The following example shows that in the statement of Lemma 2.6 we must
assume Y to be locally definably compact. Similarly, we must assume the fibre to
be locally definably compact in Lemma 2.4.
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Example 2.7. Working in the o-minimal structure Ralg, let Q be the definable
set R>0 ×R>0 ∪ {(0, 0)} ⊂ R2. We will give a continuous definable family F of
homeomorphisms of Q whose inverse F−1 is not continuous.
For t ∈ R>0, let αt : R>0 → R>0 be the map
αt(x) =
{
min
(
1, t+
(
x−t
t
)2) if t > 0
1 if t = 0
and define the family F = {ft}t∈R>0 as
ft(x,y) =
{
(0, 0) if (x,y) = (0, 0)
αt
(
y
x
)
· (x,y) otherwise
which is clearly continuous (at (0, 0) because α–(–) is bounded by 1). However,
F−1 is not continuous, in fact, considering the path γ : I 3 t 7→ (t, t2) ∈ Q, we have
f−10 ◦ γ(0) = (0, 0) 6= (1, 0) = limt→0 f
−1
t ◦ γ(t)
Using F, an example can be constructed of definable bundle map which is not
a definable bundle isomorphism, but induces an homeomorphism on the base
spaces. In fact, let B be the trivial bundle R>0 ×Q with base R>0 and fibre Q.
The map
f : B → B
(t, (x,y)) 7→ (t, ft (x,y))
is a definable bundle map and enjoys the claimed property.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Clearly f is 1 to 1, so suffices to show that f−1 is contin-
uous. By contradiction, let f(x) be a discontinuity point of f−1. Fix defin-
able trivialization coverings U = {Ui}i and U ′ = {U ′j}j for B and B
′ respectively,
and fix i and j such that p(x) ∈ Ui and p ′ ◦ f(x) ∈ U ′j. Observe that the set
U
def
= Ui ∩ f−1(U ′j) is an open neighbourhood of p(x), so f(U) is an open neigh-
bourhood of p ′ ◦ f(x) = f ◦ p(x), and p ′−1 ◦ f(U) is an open neighbourhood of f(x).
Hence suffices to show that f−1p ′−1◦f(U) is continuous. For, let φi and φ ′j be
trivialization maps associated to Ui and U ′j respectively. Since φ
′
j sends f(U)× F
isomorphically onto p ′−1 ◦ f(U), we can reduce to prove that φ−1i ◦ f−1 ◦φjf(U)×F
is continuous. However, this is equivalent to the family
F−1
def
=
{
pi ◦ f−1 ◦φj(x, –)
}
x∈f(U)
of homeomorphisms of the fibre being continuous, which we have by Lemma 2.6,
since it is the inverse of
F
def
=
{
p ′j ◦ f ◦φi
(
f
−1
(x), –
)}
x∈f(U)
where pi and p ′j are the projections on the fibre corresponding to φi and φ
′
j. 
Definition 2.8. Let B = (B,X,p, F) be a definable fibre bundle, and let f : Y → X
be a definable map from the definable set Y to the base space of B. We define
the induced bundle f−1(B) def= (A, Y,p ′, F) where
(i) A = {(x,y) ∈ B× Y : p(x) = f(y)}
(ii) p ′ : A 3 (x,y) 7→ y ∈ Y
Moreover we will refer to the map fˇ : A 3 (x,y) 7→ x ∈ B as induced by f.
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Lemma 2.9. Using the same notations of Definition 2.8 we have that f−1(B) is actually
a definable fibre bundle, and fˇ is a definable bundle map f−1(B)→ B.
Proof. Straightforward: p ′ is clearly onto, so suffices to fix a trivialization cov-
ering U = {Ui}i for B and check that V
def
= {f−1(Ui)}i is a trivialization covering
of f−1(B). For each i, let φi be a trivialization map for B associated to Ui, and
observe that the following
φ ′i : f
−1(Ui)× F→ p ′−1 ◦ f−1(Ui)
(x,y) 7→ (φi (f(x),y) , x)
is an homeomorphism, hence we may take it as the trivialization map for f−1(B)
associated to f−1(Ui). That fˇ is a bundle map follows immediately by inspection
of the definition. 
Observation 2.10. Consider three definable sets X1,X2, and X3 with two defin-
able maps f1 : X1 → X2 and f2 : X2 → X3 between them. Take a definable fibre
bundle B = (B,X3,p, F), and define B ′ = f−11 (f
−1
2 (B)) and B
′′ = g−1(B), where
g = f2 ◦ f1. It is easy to see from Definition 2.8 – and also, when F is locally
definably compact, follows from Theorem 2.11 below – that B ′ and B ′′ are iso-
morphic. In addition, there is a definable bundle isomorphism h : B ′ → B ′′ such
that gˇ ◦ h = fˇ2 ◦ fˇ1.
Theorem 2.11. Let B = (B,X,p, F) and B ′ = (B ′,X ′,p ′, F) be definable fibre bundles
having the same fibre F, and let f : B → B ′ be a definable bundle map between them. Sup-
pose that F is a locally definably compact definable set. Then the the bundleB ′′ def= f−1(B ′),
where f is the map induced by f on the base spaces, is isomorphic to B. Moreover there is
a definable bundle isomorphism g : B → B ′′ such that fˇ ◦ g = f.
Proof. By definition, B ′′ = (B ′′,X,p ′′, F) where
B ′′ =
{
(x,y) ∈ B ′ ×X : p ′(x) = f(y)}
p ′′ : (x,y) 7→ y
We claim that
g : B→ B ′′
x 7→ (f(x),p(x))
works. In fact, g is clearly a definable bundle map, moreover it induces the identity
on the common base space X of B and B ′′, hence, by Lemma 2.4, it is a definable
bundle isomorphism. The identity fˇ ◦ g = f is immediate. 
Observe that the hypothesis of local compactness can not be removed from
Theorem 2.11, in fact any definable bundle map for which the thesis of Lemma 2.4
fails would make Theorem 2.11 fail as well.
Definition 2.12. LetB = (B,X,p, F) andB ′ = (B ′,X ′,p ′, F) be definable fibre bun-
dles having the same fibre, and let f and g be definable bundle maps B → B ′.
We call homotopy of definable bundle maps between f and g a definable
map h : B× I→ B ′ having the following properties:
(i) h0
def
= h(–, 0) = f
(ii) h1
def
= h(–, 1) = g
(iii) For each t ∈ I the map ht def= h(–, t) is a definable bundle map.
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In this situation, the function h : X× I 3 (x, t) 7→ ht(x) ∈ X ′ is a definable homo-
topy between f and g, to which we will refer as the homotopy induced on the
base spaces by h.
Moreover, we will say that h is stationary with the induced homotopy h if
for any subinterval [t1, t2 ] of I and any x ∈ B the following happens: h{x}×[t1,t2 ]
is constant if and only if h{p(x)}×[t1,t2 ] is constant.
The following fact is Lemma 2.10 in [BMO–08].
Fact 2.13. Let X and B be definable sets, and consider a definable homotopy f : X× I→ B.
Let U denote a finite covering by open definable subsets of B. Then, there are finitely
many definable maps 0 ≡ g1 6 · · · 6 gk+1 ≡ 1 : X→ I such that, for each x ∈ X and
each i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, the set f(x, [gi(x),gi+1(x)]) is entirely contained in some element
of U.
Theorem 2.14. Let B = (B,X,p, F) and B ′ = (B ′,X ′,p ′, F) be definable fibre bundles
having the same fibre. Let f : B → B ′ be a definable bundle map and h˜ : X× I→ X ′
be a definable homotopy of f, i.e. h˜0 = f. Then h˜ can be lifted to an homotopy h of
definable bundle maps such that h0 = f and h = h˜. Moreover, h can be chosen so that it
is stationary with h.
Proof. Let U = {Ui}16i6n be a trivialization covering for B ′, and take a definable
shrinking U ′ = {U ′i}16i6n of U; i.e. U
′ covers X ′ and for each n holds U ′n ⊂ Un
(it exists by [vdD–98, Chapter 6 Lemma 3.6]). By Fact 2.13 we have finitely many
definable maps 0 ≡ g1 6 · · · 6 gk+1 ≡ 1 : X→ I such that for each x ∈ X and for
each j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} the set h˜(x, [gj(x),gj+1(x)]) is entirely contained in some element
of U ′.
Let
Vj,i =
{
x : h˜
(
x, [gj(x),gj+1(x)]
) ⊂ U ′i}
Clearly, for each j the finite family {Vj,i}i of open definable sets is a covering of X.
Choose definable open subsets Wj,i of X so that Wj,i ⊂ Vj,i and so that for each j
the family {Wj,i}i covers X. Fix definable continuous functions uj,i : X→ I such
that uj,iWj,i ≡ 1 and uj,iX\Vj,i ≡ 0, which is possible by definable partition of
unity [vdD–98, Chapter 6 Lemma 3.7]. Finally define
σj,i : X→ I
x 7→ max (0,uj,1(x), . . . ,uj,i(x))
τj,i : X→ I
x 7→ gj(x) + σj,i(x)
(
gj+1(x) − gj(x)
)
and write τa for τj,i where (j, i) is the a-th pair of indices in lexicographical order
(j is more important, both are increasing).
Stipulating that τ0 denotes the constant 0, we have a finite family {τa}a6nk of
continuous definable functions with the following property: for each a let
Xa = {(x, t) ∈ X× I : 0 6 t 6 τa(x)}
then Xa ⊂ Xa+1, and for each a there is a ba ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that
h˜(Xa+1 \Xa) ⊂ U ′ba
in fact, ba is i when (j, i) is the a-th pair. For each a let
Ya = {(x, t) ∈ B× I : (p(x), t) ∈ Xa}
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The homotopy h is given on Y0 = B× {0}: we will extend it inductively on the
sets Y– up to Ynk = B× I. Fix an a and suppose to have already defined h on Ya.
For (x, t) ∈ Ya+1 \ Ya let
h(x, t) = φ ′−1ba
(
h˜ (p(x), t) ,p ′ba ◦ h (x, τa ◦ p(x))
)
where the formula makes sense since
h(x, τa ◦ p(x)) ∈ Dom(p ′ba) = p ′−1(Uba)
which we have observing that {p(x)}× (τa ◦ p(x), τa+1 ◦ p(x)] is a non-empty sub-
set of Xa+1 \Xa, hence h˜(p(x), τa ◦ p(x)) ∈ U ′ba ⊂ Uba .
Our function is clearly continuous and fibre preserving, hence a definable
bundle map. Stationarity is immediate by inspection of the formula above. 
Corollary 2.15. Any definable fibre bundle on a definably contractible base having locally
definably compact fibre is trivial.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.11. 
Now we give a definition of homotopy equivalence for definable fibre bundles.
Notice that two definable fibre bundles which are homotopy equivalent have
definably homotopy equivalent bundle spaces, definably homotopy equivalent
bases, and the same fibre.
Definition 2.16. Two definable fibre bundles B and B ′ are said to be homo-
topy equivalent definable fibre bundles if there are two definable bundle
maps f : B → B ′ and g : B ′ → B such that f ◦ g and g ◦ f are both homotopic to
the identity on their respective domains—i.e. there are homotopies of definable
bundle maps between each of them and the identity. In this situation, f and g are
said to be homotopy inverse of each other.
Observation 2.17. Fix an f : →4 and let g ′ : 4→  be a left homotopy inverse
of f, which means that g ′ ◦ f is homotopic to the identity. Let g ′′ : 4→  be
a right homotopy inverse of f, i.e. f ◦ g ′′ ∼ Id. Then f has an homotopy inverse
which is g ′ ◦ f ◦ g ′′.
Theorem 2.18. Let X and X ′ be definable sets, and let f : X→ X ′ be a definable homotopy
equivalence—i.e. there is a definable homotopy inverse g : X ′ → X of f. Consider a definable
fibre bundle B ′ = (B ′,X ′,p, F) having X ′ as its base space and locally definably compact
fibre F. Then B def= f−1(B ′) is homotopy equivalent to B ′.
Proof. Take a definable homotopy h : X ′ × I→ X ′ with h0 = Id and h1 = f ◦ g. By
Theorem 2.14 we have an homotopy of definable bundle maps h : B ′ × I→ B ′
such that h0 = Id and the homotopy induced by h on the base spaces coincides
with h—what justifies our abuse of the notation h. By Theorem 2.11 we know that
B ′ is isomorphic to h−11 (B ′) which, in turn, is isomorphic to g−1(B) by Observa-
tion 2.10, and we have as well a definable bundle isomorphism ψ : B ′ → g−1(B)
such that fˇ ◦ gˇ ◦ψ = h1. Hence fˇ has a right homotopy inverse, which is gˇ ◦ψ.
By the very same argument gˇ – hence gˇ ◦ψ – has a right homotopy inverse. So
gˇ ◦ψ, having both right and left – which is fˇ – homotopy inverses, is a definable
homotopy equivalence between B ′ and B. 
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3. Bundles on the torus
In this section we will study the particular case of definable fibre bundles whose
base is a definable torus—i.e. Tn for some n, where T denotes the definable
group [0, 1) with the sum modulo 1 and the Pillay’s topology1. Let pidefm(Tn) denote
the m-th o-minimal homotopy group of Tn, as defined in [BO–09, Section 4]. By
Corollary 3.3 in [BMO–08] we have that the higher – i.e. with m > 1 – o-minimal
homotopy groups of Tn are trivial. The reader interested in a thorough discussion
of the o-minimal homotopy groups is referred to [BO–09], however, all we need in
this section is the observation below, which can be proven straightforwardly from
the definition.
Observation 3.1. Let X be a definably connected definable set such that pidefn (X)
is trivial—e.g. Tm for any m and for n > 1. Let f,g : In → X be two definable
maps, and suppose that fδIn = gδIn. Then f and g are homotopic via an homo-
topy h : In × I→ X such that htδIn = fδIn for any t ∈ I.
Definition 3.2. We say that a definable set X has property P if X is definably
connected and, for all n ∈N, any definable map f : δIn → X such that
f( 0 , x2, x3, . . . , xn) = f( 1 , x2, x3, . . . , xn)
f(x1, 0 , x3, . . . , xn) = f(x1, 1 , x3, . . . , xn)
...
f(x1, x2, x3, . . . , 0 ) = f(x1, x2, x3, . . . , 1 )
(?)
is definably homotopic to a constant.
Observation 3.3. Equivalently, a definably connected definable set X has propertyP
if any definable map from δIn to X satisfying (?) extends to a map from In to X.
Lemma 3.4. Property P is a definable homotopy invariant—i.e. given two definably
homotopy equivalent definable sets X and X ′ one has property P if and only if the other
has.
Proof. Immediate from the definition. Take g : X→ X ′ and g ′ : X ′ → X definable
maps definably homotopy inverse of each other. Suppose that X ′ has property P ,
and let f : δIn → X satisfy (?). By construction f is homotopic to g ′ ◦ g ◦ f, but
g ◦ f : δIn → X ′ satisfies (?), hence g ◦ f ∼ constant by hypothesis. As a conse-
quence f ∼ g ′ ◦ g ◦ f ∼ g ′(constant) = constant. 
Lemma 3.5. Let B = (B, Tn,p, F) be definable fibre bundle having the n-dimensional
torus Tn as the base space and a locally definably compact definably connected definable
set F as fibre. Suppose that the bundle space B of B has property P . Then B admits a
definable cross section.
Proof. Let τn : In → Tn be the canonical map
τn : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1 mod 1, . . . , xnmod 1)
By induction on the dimension n, suffices to show that any definable partial cross
section s defined on τn(δIn) extends to a global cross section.
Case n = 1. Follows immediately from the definable connectedness of the fibre,
using the fact that τ−11 (B) is isomorphic to a product bundle by Corollary 2.15.
1To elude the group topology, for our purpose, we could as well have defined T as SO2—i.e. the
set {(x,y) ∈ R2 : x2 +y2 = 1} with the usual operation and the subset topology. Notice, however, that
in general SO2 and [0, 1) with the sum modulo 1 are not definably isomorphic.
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Observe, however, that the same argument doesn’t work for n > 1, since we would
need the fibre to be (n− 1)-connected.
Case n > 1. Since B has property P , by Observation 3.3, the map s ◦ τn extends
to a map f : In → B. By Observation 3.1, p ◦ f is definably homotopic to τn.
Since fδIn = s ◦ τnδIn there is a well defined definable map f ′ : Tn → B such
that f = f ′ ◦ τn, moreover p ◦ f ′ is definably homotopic to the identity on Tn.
Hence, by Theorem 2.14, the identity on B is homotopic to a definable bundle
map g : B → B which induces p ◦ f ′ on the base space Tn ofB. As a consequence,
by Theorem 2.11, B ′ def= (p ◦ f ′)−1(B) is isomorphic to B. On the other hand, B ′,
which has base space
B ′ def=
{
(x,y) ∈ B× Tn : p(x) = p ◦ f ′(y)}
admits a definable cross section, which is s ′ : y 7→ (f ′(y),y). It is thus proven
that B has a definable cross section; some extra care must be taken in order to
ensure that this cross section coincides with s on τn(δIn).
Using Observation 3.1, we get a definable homotopy between p ◦ f ′ and the
identity which is stationary on τn(δIn). Hence the bundle map g given by
Theorem 2.14 restricts to the identity on p−1 ◦ τn(δIn). Now, the bundle iso-
morphism from B to g−1(B) given by the proof of Theorem 2.11 identifies
x ∈ B with (g(x),p(x)), which is in the graph of s ′ if and only if f ′ ◦ p(x) = g(x).
However, on p−1 ◦ τn(δIn), we know that g is the identity, so f ′ ◦ p(x) = g(x) is
equivalent to f ′ ◦ p(x) = x, which holds if and only if x is in the graph of s. 
4. Definably compact groups
As proven in [Pil–88] every definable group has a unique definable manifold
structure that makes it a topological group, we assume definable groups to have
the topology induced by this structure. Notice that, using [vdD–98, Chapter 10
Theorem 1.8], every definable group is definably homeomorphic to some definable
set. In this section we will prove our main theorem – which goes under the
designation of 4.7 – and show that we can not extend it to a definable analogous
of the Borel-Scheerer-Hofmann splitting theorem. A few facts are needed.
Fact 4.1 ([BMO–08, Lemma 2.2]). Let H be a definable subgroup of a definable group G.
Then we have a definable fibre bundle BG/H
def
= (G,G/H,p,H), where we put on G/H
the quotient topology and p : G→ G/H is the projection.
Fact 4.2 ([HPP–08, Corollary 6.4]). Let G be a definably compact definably connected
group, then the derived subgroup [G,G] of G is a definably connected semisimple definable
group. Let Z0(G) denote the definably connected component of the identity of the center
of G. Then G = [G,G] ·Z0(G) and ΓG def= [G,G]∩Z0(G) is finite.
Fact 4.3 ([BMO–08, Theorem 3.4]). Let G be a definably compact definably connected
Abelian group of dimension d. Then G is definably homotopy equivalent to Td.
Clearly, from Fact 4.2, we have that the quotient G/[G,G] is definably isomor-
phic to Z0(G)/ΓG. We will call BG
def
= (G, Z0(G)/ΓG,p, [G,G]) the bundle obtained
from BG/[G,G] through this (group) isomorphism.
Observation 4.4. Let B ′ = (B ′,X ′,p ′, F) be a definable fibre bundle, and let f be
a definable map from a definable set X to the base X ′ of B ′. Consider the
bundle B def= f−1(B ′). If B ′ admits a definable cross section s ′ : X ′ → B ′, then B
has a definable cross section too. In fact, by definition,
B =
{
(x,y) ∈ B ′ ×X : p ′(x) = f(y)}
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and
s : X→ B
y 7→ (s ′ ◦ f(y),y)
is a cross section of B. In particular, using Theorem 2.11, we have that given two
homotopy equivalent definable fibre bundles having locally definably compact
fibre, one has a definable cross section if and only if the other has.
The following lemma justifies our introduction of property P in Section 3.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a definably connected definable group. Then G has property P .
Proof. Let f : δIn → G be a definable map satisfying (?). Suffices to prove that f
is definably homotopic to a constant function. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} define the
projection pi : In → δIn by
(pi(x1, . . . , xn))j =
{
xj if i 6= j
0 if i = j
Now let f0 = f and, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, define
fi : δIn → G
x 7→ fi−1(x) · (fi−1 ◦ pi(x))−1
Each of these maps satisfies (?)—since f0 does and fi is defined inductively
from fi−1 by means of operations that preserve (?). Moreover, for each i, we have
fiSi ≡ eG where
Si
def
=
{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ δIn : ∃ j 6 i xj ∈ {0, 1}
}
what is easy to prove by induction. Since Sn = δIn, we have that fn ≡ eG, hence
suffices to prove that fi−1 ∼ fi for each i. We claim that fi−1 ◦ pi is definably
homotopic to a constant, which is enough—in fact, by the definable connectedness
of G, we may assume that constant to be eG, hence
fi−1 = fi−1 · e−1G ∼ fi−1 · (fi−1 ◦ pi)−1 = fi
Here is the required homotopy
δIn × I→ G
(x, t) 7→ fi−1 ◦ pi(tx) 
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a definably compact definably connect group. Then the definable
fibre bundle BG admits a definable cross section.
Proof. First of all, observe that the fibre of BG is definably connected and (locally)
definably compact. By Fact 4.3 we know that Z0(G)/ΓG is definably homotopy
equivalent to Td, for some d. Let f : Td → Z0(G)/ΓG be a definable homotopy
equivalence, and consider the definable fibre bundle B ′ def= f−1(BG). By Theo-
rem 2.18 we have that B ′ is homotopy equivalent to BG, hence the respective
bundle spaces are definably homotopy equivalent. Since, by Lemma 4.5, the
bundle space ofBG – which is G – has propertyP , the same holds for the bundle
space of B ′. As a consequence, by Lemma 3.5, B ′ has a definable cross section.
The statement is thus proven using Observation 4.4. 
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a definably compact definably connected group. Then G is
definably homeomorphic to the Cartesian product [G,G]×Z0(G)/ΓG.
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Proof. Immediate by Lemma 4.6: in fact the homeomorphism is
[G,G]×Z0(G)/ΓG → G
(x,y) 7→ x · s(y)
where · denotes the group operation in G and s is a definable cross section
of BG. 
The following example shows that a definably compact group may not be
(definably isomorphic to) a definable semidirect product of its derived subgroup
with some definable group.
Example 4.8. We will construct a definably compact group G definable in the
pure field (R,+, ·) of the real numbers such that the derived subgroup of G has no
definable semidirect complement in G. From now on, definable means definable
in (R,+, ·).
Let SO2 denote the unit circle {a+ bi : a2 + b2 = 1} in the complex planeR+Ri,
equipped the group structure defined by the complex product. Let T denote [0, 1)
with the sum modulo 1. First of all, we observe that no non-trivial homomor-
phism T→ SO2 can be definable. This follows from the classification of one-
dimensional Nash groups in [MS–92], however we include here a simple argument
by contradiction. Let φ : T→ SO2 be a definable non-trivial homomorphism. By
definable choice, we can assume without loss of generality that φ is 0-definable.
Also, for any interval (x0 − , x0 + ), the restriction φ(x0−,x0+) uniquely deter-
mines φ: suffices to use φ(Nx mod 1) = (φ(x))N. By o-minimality there is an
interval (x0 − , x0 + ) over which φ is differentiable, follows easily that φ is ev-
erywhere differentiable (moreover limx→1φ(x) = φ(0) = 1). Now, by direct com-
putation, φ ′(x) = φ(x)φ ′(0). Hence φ(x) = exφ ′(0). Since limx→1φ(x) = eφ
′(0),
follows that φ ′(0) is a multiple of 2pi, non null because φ is not trivial. This is a
contradiction since pi is not algebraic.
Now let SU2 denote the group
SU2 = {a+ bi+ cj+ dk : a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = 1}
with the usual quaternion multiplication. Consider G def= (T× SU2)/Γ where Γ
is the normal subgroup {(0, 1), (1/2,−1)}. We will show that the derived sub-
group of G has no definable semidirect complement in G. It is easy to check
that T× {1,−1} ∼= T is the center of G, and {0, 1/2}× SU2 ∼= SU2 is the derived sub-
group of G, hence (0,−1) · Γ is an element of Z0(G)∩ [G,G], which therefore is
non-trivial. Now assume, by contradiction, that [G,G] has a definable semidirect
complement H < G. Let σ : G→ [G,G] and τ : G→ H be defined by the equa-
tion x = σ(x) · τ(x) for each x ∈ G (these functions are definable by definition
of semidirect complement, because the decomposition is unique). Observe that
σZ(G) is a group homomorphism, moreover it is the identity on Z(G)∩ [G,G].
Since Z0(G)∩ [G,G] is non-trivial, σZ0(G) must be a non-trivial definable group
homomorphism from Z0(G) to [G,G]. Being a definably connected Abelian de-
finable subgroup of SU2 of dimension 1, the image of σZ0(G) must be a 0-Sy-
low in the sense of [Str–94]. Follows that it must be conjugated to the sub-
group SO2
def
= {a+ bi} < SU2. However we observed that no non-trivial homomor-
phism T→ SO2 can be definable: a contradiction.
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